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ABSTRACT
Transport of water vapor in the atmosphere generates substantial spatial variability of net precipitation
(precipitation minus evaporation). Over half of the total spatial variability in annual-mean net precipitation is
accounted for by deviations from the zonal mean. Over land, these regional differences determine differences in
surface water availability. Over oceans, they account, for example, for the Pacific–Atlantic difference in sea
surface salinity, with implications for the deep overturning circulation. This study analyzes the atmospheric water
budget in reanalyses from ERA-Interim and MERRA, to investigate which physical balances lead to zonal
variation in net precipitation. It is found that the leading-order contribution is zonal variation in stationary-eddy
vertical motion. Transient eddies modify the pattern of zonally anomalous net precipitation by moving moisture
from the subtropical and tropical oceans onto land and poleward across the Northern Hemisphere storm tracks.
Zonal variation in specific humidity and stationary-eddy horizontal advection play a secondary role. The dy-
namics leading to net precipitation via vertical motion in stationary eddies can be understood from a lower-
tropospheric vorticity budget. The large-scale variations of vertical motion are primarily described by Sverdrup
balance and Ekman pumping, with some modification by transient eddies. These results suggest that it is im-
portant to understand changes in stationary eddies and their influence on the zonal variation of transient eddy
fluxes, in order to understand regional changes in net precipitation. They highlight the relative importance of
different atmospheric mechanisms for the freshwater forcing of the North Pacific and North Atlantic.
1. Introduction
The hydrological cycle is linked to the general cir-
culation of the atmosphere by the transport of water
vapor. Precipitation in the tropics occurs as easterly
winds converge in the intertropical convergence zone
(ITCZ), leading to the vertical motion and moisture
transport that make up the ascending branch of the
Hadley cell. In the subtropics, strong subsidence as-
sociated with the descending branch of the Hadley cell
leads to a minimum in precipitation and a region of net
evaporation. Beyond this dry zone, transient eddies
transport water vapor into midlatitudes, where pre-
cipitation associated with transient storm track eddies is
high, leading to positive net precipitation (precipitation
minus evaporation, P 2 E). These are the basic mecha-
nisms that govern the spatial variation of zonal-mean net
precipitation. But the zonal mean accounts for only
40% of the total spatial variance of annual-mean net
precipitation.
Accounting for the rest of this spatial variability,
variations about the zonal-mean hydrological cycle take
the form of extratropical stationary Rossby waves, dry
subtropical lows, monsoons, storm tracks, and Walker
circulations. Extratropical stationary Rossby waves are
forced by interactions of the jet stream with topography
or by the atmospheric response to ocean heat release or
dynamical heating by transient eddies (Webster 1981;
Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Held et al. 2002). They are
important for themaintenance of wet and dry zones over
North America and Asia (Broccoli and Manabe 1992),
especially in Northern Hemisphere winter. Dry sub-
tropical lows over oceans are associated with upstream
Rossby wave propagation from topographic sources
(Takahashi and Battisti 2007) or monsoon heating
(Rodwell and Hoskins 1996, 2001) and play a role in
steering weather patterns that travel across ocean ba-
sins. Monsoons are highly seasonal wet zones associated
with low-level wind reversals that are part of a seasonal
restructuring of the subtropical meridional overturning
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circulation (Webster et al. 1998; Bordoni and Schneider
2008), which can be amplified locally by topographic
blocking of moisture and energy fluxes (Boos and Kuang
2010). Zonal variation in storm track precipitation governs
the climates ofmidlatitude coastal regions and forces ocean
basin asymmetry in salinity and deep overturning (Warren
1983, hereafter W83; Emile-Geay et al. 2003, hereafter
EG03; Ferreira et al. 2010). Walker circulations are as-
sociated with zonally asymmetric ocean heat flux conver-
gence in the tropics, leading to a region of high evaporation
and strong deep convection, for instance in the Pacific
warm pool (Gill 1980; Neelin 1988; Philander 1990).
Circulation patterns are tightly coupled to precipitation.
Betts (1998) and Held and Soden (2006) suggest that
global-mean precipitation can be thought of as a product
of the global upward mass transport by all atmospheric
circulations and a representative boundary layer mois-
ture content. Similarly, the magnitude of variation in
net precipitation with latitude can be directly tied to the
strength of the zonal-mean general circulation. O’Gorman
and Schneider (2008) show that subtropical net evapora-
tion due to mean-flowmoisture divergence scales with the
strength of the Hadley cell and a measure of tropical
moisture content. They also relate net precipitation in
midlatitudes due to transient-eddy moisture flux con-
vergence to the energy of transient eddies. Can zonally
anomalous net precipitation similarly be tied to the
strength of zonally anomalous circulations?
Broccoli and Manabe (1992) show in a GCM that the
presence of orography is important for maintaining
midlatitude dry zones, which occur west of the troughs
of orographically forced stationary Rossby waves. Sim-
ilarly, dry zones can form associated with troughs of
Rossby waves propagating upstream from regions of
monsoon heating, which may partially account for the
aridity of subtropical deserts (Rodwell and Hoskins
1996, 2001).
While dry zones are associated with regions of low-level
mass divergence in stationary Rossby waves, wet zones
are often associated with regions of convergence. Several
studies point to the role of lower-tropospheric flow con-
vergence downstream of Tibet in setting the strength and
spatial extent of the strong East Asian monsoon pre-
cipitation in early summer (Molnar et al. 2010; Chen and
Bordoni 2014). Here we show using reanalyses that the
same mechanisms apply to both wet and dry zones and
that the lower-tropospheric stationary-eddy mass flux
convergence can be used to gain quantitative insight into
the magnitude of wet and dry zones globally.
Lower-tropospheric stationary-eddy mass flux con-
vergence leads to vertical motion and vortex stretching,
which must be compensated in a steady state by a sink of
absolute vorticity. We analyze the zonally anomalous
vorticity budget in reanalysis to gain insight into the
balances that can sustain this vertical motion. We find
that meridional advection of planetary vorticity and
surface drag are the primary contributors. This relates
the hydrologically relevant stationary-eddy vertical
motion to the large-scale horizontal flow of the sta-
tionary eddies. Tools for understanding the response of
stationary Rossby waves to large-scale forcing by heat-
ing and orography [e.g., Hoskins and Karoly 1981; see
reviews by Held (1983) and Held et al. (2002)] can thus
be applied directly to understanding the zonal variation
of net precipitation.
We use reanalyses from ERA-Interim and MERRA
for this study as detailed in section 2. In section 3, we
discuss a decomposition of the zonally anomalous mois-
ture budget, leading to the conclusion that vertical motion
in stationary eddies sets the predominant pattern of net
precipitation, while transient eddies and horizontal ad-
vection partially cancel, with the net effect of bringing
moisture onto land and poleward across the storm tracks.
In section 4, we discuss the dynamics leading to vertical
motion in stationary eddies using an analysis of the lower-
tropospheric zonally anomalous vorticity budget. In sec-
tion 5, we discuss the role of these mechanisms in shaping
the asymmetry of sea surface salinity between the North
Atlantic and North Pacific, expanding on several other
studies that have looked at atmospheric control of
northern high-latitude salinity asymmetries (e.g., W83;
EG03; Ferreira et al. 2010; Nilsson et al. 2013). In section
6, we provide an overview of themechanistic picture these
physical balances leave us with.
It is worth emphasizing from the outset that in simpli-
fying the zonally anomalous moisture and vorticity bud-
gets to their essential components we seek not to obtain a
complete quantitative picture, but rather to provide in-
sight into dominant mechanisms.
2. Data and methods
Moisture and vorticity budgets are analyzed using the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim)
products (1.58) (Dee et al. 2011). Surface fields are
averaged from four-times-daily 6- and 12-h forecast
fields produced from forecasts beginning at 0000 and
1200 UTC. Data on pressure levels are averaged from
four-times-daily analyzed fields produced at 0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800UTCon37unevenly spaced pressure
levels. All analyses are done on 1979–2012 climatologies;
we checked subsets of this time period for robustness of
the results.
Comparisons of the water cycle between multiple
reanalysis projects (Trenberth et al. 2007, 2011) show
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that they all tend to have unphysical regions of net
evaporation over land, trends associated with changes of
observing system, and an overestimated magnitude of
water cycling over oceans (affecting precipitation P and
evaporation E but not P 2 E). We are interested in the
large-scale balance of terms, which are generally rea-
sonable in reanalyses and should be unaffected by these
quantitative issues. All analyses shown here for ERA-
Interim were repeated for the NASA Global Modeling
and Assimilation Office MERRA (1.58) (Rienecker
et al. 2011) using surface data and data assimilated on 42
pressure levels.
Trenberth et al. (2002) point out issues that can arise
when analyzing vertically integrated budgets in re-
analyses on pressure levels, where information from
pressure levels that are not always present is incorporated
via vertical interpolation. Both ERA-Interim and
MERRA publish vertically integrated moisture fluxes,
which we use to calculate the total moisture flux con-
vergence. However, decomposition of the total flux
into stationary and transient components requires
additional vertical integrations of different flux com-
ponents. We checked the robustness of our results be-
tween ERA-Interim’s interpolated pressure coordinate
product, ERA-Interim’s hybrid model coordinate prod-
uct, and MERRA’s pressure coordinate product. The
large-scale balances are the same irrespective of vertical
coordinate system or dataset used, but significant differ-
ences exist between pressure and hybrid-coordinate fields
directly over topography. These differences cannot be
disentangled from the different definitions of stationary
and transient eddies in different vertical coordinate
systems. All figures show fields from ERA-Interim
pressure coordinate and surface fields. Tables show
values for both ERA-Interim and MERRA.
To study the influence of zonal variation in net pre-
cipitation on ocean freshwater input, a river network
dataset must be used to route net precipitation from the
continents into the appropriate ocean drainages.We use
the Simulated Topological Network (STN-30P) 0.58
river topology dataset (Fekete et al. 2001; Vörösmarty
et al. 2000). This river network model gives the river
outlet location for each land point. We make no attempt
to account for water storage in the drainage system. This
is a justifiable assumption for the annual mean but not
for seasonal variations in freshwater forcing.
3. Moisture budget
We examine the moisture budget in the present climate
using ERA-Interim and MERRA. The total net pre-
cipitation, P2 E, is shown in Fig. 1 for ERA-Interim. We
focus in particular on understanding the mechanisms for
zonally anomalous net precipitation (Fig. 2e), which
accounts for 60% of the spatial variance in the total
P 2 E. By definition, the zonal mean P 2 E (Fig. 2f)
accounts for the remaining 40%.
The zonal variation of P 2 E primarily shows zonal
variation of precipitation (Fig. 2a), especially over
oceans. Zonal variation of evaporation (Fig. 2c) shows
moisture limitation in dry land areas and evaporative
cooling of warm ocean waters in the western boundary
currents.
The moisture budget provides a tool to analyze the
flow patterns associated with spatial variation in P2E,
avoiding complexities associated with studying pre-
cipitation or evaporation independently. As net
precipitation is the only substantial source/sink of
atmospheric water vapor, in steady state it must be
equal to the time mean convergence of water vapor
flux,
P2E52$  huqi . (1)
Here$ is the nabla operator on a sphere, u5 (u, y) is the
horizontal wind, q is the specific humidity, and hi
denotes a density weighted vertical integral over the
atmospheric column,
hi5
ðp
s
0
() dp
g
. (2)
Any vertical integral between limits a and b other than
between 0hPa and the full time-mean surface pressure,
ps, will be denoted by hiba . This framework for studying
moisture flux convergence as a measure of P 2 E has
been used in numerous studies of the hydrological cycle
(Peixoto and Oort 1983, 1992; Held and Soden 2006;
Trenberth et al. 2007, 2011; Seager et al. 2007, 2010,
2014; Newman et al. 2012).
FIG. 1. Annual-mean net precipitation (P 2 E) from ERA-
Interim. Here and in all subsequent figures, the fields are
smoothed with a 1.58 real-space Gaussian filter to remove small-
scale noise. The color bar is logarithmic, with factors of 2 be-
tween contour levels. All absolute values less than 0.125 m yr21
are white, with a gray contour separating positive and negative
values.
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To simplify the treatment of surface pressure gradi-
ents, we take the divergence operator inside the vertical
integral and leave all effects of surface pressure gradi-
ents that arise from differentiating the limits of in-
tegration in a separate surface term,
S[$  huqi2 h$  uqi5 uqjsfc  $ps . (3)
Therefore,
P2E52h$  uqi2S . (4)
This differs slightly from the methodology of Newman
et al. (2012), who keep the surface term in the advec-
tive portion of the moisture convergence. Our meth-
odology avoids creating large canceling moisture flux
convergences and divergences in the following
stationary-eddy decomposition, which arise as mois-
ture flux impinging on topography is converted into
moisture flux around the topography. Physically, the
surface term is the result of near-surface moisture fluxes
moving along surface pressure gradients or across surface
pressure contours. It is small away from topography. See
appendix A for further details on the reasoning for in-
troducing this term.
By Reynolds’ decomposition of the time-mean
moisture flux, the climatology of P 2 E on monthly
or longer time scales can be understood as the sum of
the effects of moisture convergence by the time
mean flow and by transient eddies. We use ()0 to
denote deviations from the time mean, (), such that
()5 ()1 ()0 and
P2E52h$  (u q1 u0q0)i2 S . (5)
See appendix A for details on the treatment of surface
pressure fluctuations. The transient eddy term (u0q0)
includes all correlations between u and q that are
not represented in their annual-mean climatologies
(i.e., including seasonal correlations). Newman et al.
(2012) include a discussion of how this transient-eddy
moisture flux is split into synoptic variability (with
frequency less than 10 days) and low-frequency
variability.
At this point, it is useful to split the moisture budget
into zonal-mean and zonally anomalous components,
FIG. 2. Annual-mean hydrological cycle from ERA-Interim: (a),(b) precipitation P,
(c),(d) evaporation E, and (e),(f) P2E. The full fields are decomposed into (left) zonally
anomalous components and (right) zonal-mean components.
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to analyze these portions separately. We use ()* to
denote deviations from the zonal mean, [], such that
()5 []1 ()*. The zonal-mean moisture budget can be
written as1
[P]2 [E]52h$y  ([u0q0]1 [u][q]1 [u*q*])i
[p
s
]
0
2 [S] ,
(6)
where $y is shorthand for the meridional component
of $. The zonally anomalous moisture budget can be
written as
P*2E*52h$  (u0q01 [u][q]1 uyqy)i*2 S*, (7)
where
uyqy[ u*[q]1 [u]q*1 u*q* (8)
is the sum of all terms involving stationary eddies, in-
cluding the interactions of stationary eddies ()* with
the zonal mean [] (cf. Kaspi and Schneider 2013). Only
the last of the three terms in Eq. (8), representing the
traditional stationary eddy flux, contributes to the
zonal mean. In this framework, stationary eddy con-
tributions include both zonally anomalous flow pat-
terns (u*) and the zonal variations in moisture (q*) that
result from these circulations. The zonal-mean mois-
ture flux also shows up in the zonally anomalous
moisture budget due to zonal variations in surface
pressure, which influence the vertical integration. The
relative contributions of the terms of Eqs. (6) and (7)
to the total spatial variance in P 2 E are tabulated in
Table 1.
The zonal-mean moisture budget is analyzed in terms
of Eq. (6) in Peixoto and Oort (1992). In low latitudes it
is dominated by the Hadley cell, which has an equator-
ward surface branch, resulting in the removal of mois-
ture from the subtropics and convergence in the ITCZ.
This is represented by 2$y  ([u][q]) and is plotted in
Fig. 3f. Beyond the zero of the mean-flow moisture flux
at approximately 308, the moisture flux convergence is
dominated by transient eddies, which transport moisture
from the subtropics and tropics to the midlatitude storm
tracks, leading to rainfall associated with synoptic vari-
ability. Figure 3d shows the contribution of transient
eddies to [P]2 [E]. Stationary eddies also contribute to
the zonal-mean hydrological cycle via the correlation of
zonal variations in circulation and moisture,2$y  [u*q*],
which is shown in Fig. 3b.
Scaling relations for changes in zonal-mean pre-
cipitation with climate change (O’Gorman and Schneider
2008) start with an understanding of which terms of
Eq. (6) are dominant in the climate system. By de-
composing the zonally anomalous moisture budget
into the terms of Eqs. (7) and (8), we hope to provide
similar insight into which components of the circula-
tion need to be understood in order to understand
P*2E* across different climates. This is relevant in
light of recent studies (e.g., Seager et al. 2007, 2010,
2014), which show that changes in circulation can be
as important as changes in atmospheric water vapor
content for regional hydroclimate change.
The total zonally anomalous moisture flux can first be
separated into that due to stationary eddies (uyqy;
Fig. 3a), that due to transient eddies (u0q0; Fig. 3c), that
due to correlations of the zonal-mean flow ([u][q]) with
zonal variations of surface pressure (Fig. 3e), and that
due to the surface term defined in Eqs. (3) and (A8) (S*;
Fig. 3g). We find that the stationary-eddy moisture flux
convergence (Fig. 3a) is leading order in setting the
pattern of P*2E*, as can be seen, for example, in its
strong correlation with P*2E* (Table 2). In many re-
gions of the globe, especially over oceans, transient
eddies provide a negative feedback by transporting
water vapor down moisture gradients set up by the sta-
tionary eddies, to reduce zonal variation in moisture.
This is an expected result as transient eddies have been
observed to cause downgradient moisture fluxes in a
wide range of climates (Caballero and Langen 2005;
O’Gorman and Schneider 2008).
The zonally anomalous transient-eddy moisture flux
convergence (Fig. 3c) is large in several coastal land
areas that are dried by the stationary eddy fluxes, such
as California, Chile, and northern China. This is
consistent with what is found in other studies
TABLE 1. Correlation of 1.58 Gaussian filtered moisture flux convergence terms with P2E (rP2E) and global-mean spatial standard
deviation, s, for each field. ERA-Interim and MERRA (in parentheses) are both shown.
P2E [P]2 [E] P*2E* 2h$y  ([u][q])i 2h$  u0q0i 2h$  (uyqy)i S
rP2E n/a 0.65 (0.60) 0.76 (0.80) 0.61 (0.53) 0.03 (0.05) 0.61 (0.54) 0.26 (0.11)
s (m yr21) 0.72 (0.62) 0.47 (0.37) 0.54 (0.50) 0.43 (0.40) 0.28 (0.37) 0.63 (0.66) 0.23 (0.40)
1 By taking the vertical integral with the zonal-mean surface pres-
sure, we are ignoring terms due to the zonal correlation of moisture
fluxes and surface pressure, which are small (;1026myr21).
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(e.g., Newman et al. 2012) where synoptic and
low-frequency variability is seen to be a major in-
fluence on moisture transport from ocean to land.
Some of the transient eddy transport, especially in
monsoonal areas, is accomplished by seasonal corre-
lations, which are not always considered as transient
eddies and are therefore shown separately in Fig. 4.
This term is calculated using a Reynolds’ decomposition
on monthly means. Transient eddy fluxes also provide a
large contribution to P*2E* in the Northern Hemi-
sphere storm tracks through strong local meridional
moisture fluxes, as is well established (see, e.g., Peixoto
and Oort 1992). Overall, transient-eddy moisture
flux convergence has a weak negative correlation with
P*2E* (Table 2).
The contribution of the convergence of the zonal-
mean moisture flux ([u][q]) to P*2E* (Fig. 3e), through
the zonal variation of surface pressure (and thus the total
mass of the atmospheric column) is small, except in a
few regions of low surface pressure (high surface ele-
vation). In these regions, the moistening of the ITCZ
and the drying of the Hadley cell subsidence zone are
not felt as strongly because some of the (higher) pres-
sure levels used in calculating the zonal mean, and
FIG. 3. Contributions to the column-integrated moisture flux convergence from (a),
(b) stationary eddies, (c),(d) transient eddies, (e),(f) the zonal-mean circulation, and (g),(h) the
surface term as defined in the text. The full fields are decomposed into (left) zonally anomalous
components and (right) zonal-mean components.
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important for the moisture budget, lie below the to-
pography. This effect contributes to the relative dry-
ness of equatorial Africa and South America and the
relative wetness of northern and southern Africa in our
analysis on pressure levels. We will consider this a
stationary-eddy term for the rest of the text.
The surface term S* is most significant over high
topography, but also significantly contributes to the
moistening of most coastal areas. It represents oro-
graphic precipitation as the flow rises over topogra-
phy. To a lesser extent, this term also shows descent
and dryness downstream from topography (e.g., the
eastern sides of the Rockies, Patagonia, and Green-
land). Over the oceans, the surface term shows
moisture transport out of high pressure regions such
as the Pacific cold tongue. The residual of Eq. (7)
associated with errors in the reanalysis and dis-
cretization of the vertical integration is not significant
to this analysis and is wrapped into the surface term
(Fig. 3g), which has 10 times the spatial variance of
the residual.
We seek to understand which portion of Eq. (8) ex-
plains the large contribution of stationary-eddy mois-
ture fluxes to P*2E*. Specifically, we would like to
understand the following:
1) Is the zonal variation of specific humidity, q*, an
important influence on regional hydroclimate?
2) Does P*2E* arise from stationary-eddy hori-
zontal advection or vertical motion (horizontal
divergence)?
For this purpose, we write the time-mean moisture flux
convergence as
2h$  (uyqy1 [u][q])i*52h[q]$  u1 u  $y[q]
1 q*$  u1 u  $q*i*. (9)
Here the first and second terms on the right-hand side
are the portion of the stationary-eddy moisture flux
convergence that does not include q*, addressing ques-
tion 1. The first and third terms are the vertical motion
contribution of the stationary eddies to themoisture flux
convergence, addressing question 2. Figure 5 shows this
decomposition of the stationary-eddy moisture flux
convergence.
The stationary-eddy vertical advection of zonal-mean
moisture, 2h[q]$  ui* (Fig. 5a), is seen to be the domi-
nant term. Vertical advection of zonally anomalous
moisture, 2hq*$  ui* (Fig. 5b), is seen to enhance this
vertical advection–based pattern ofP*2E* over oceans
due to relatively high moisture content and reduce it
over land due to moisture limitation. This term can be
neglected, except over Africa where moisture limi-
tation apparently plays an important role. The hori-
zontal moisture advection terms shown in Figs. 5c,d,
while smaller than the vertical moisture flux, are
clearly not negligible. However, the sum of these,
2hu  $qi*52hu  $y[q]1 (u  $q*)i*, the total hori-
zontal moisture advection by stationary eddies (Fig. 6a), is
seen to be nearly out of phase with the transient-eddy
moisture flux convergence (Fig. 3c). This suggests that
TABLE 2. Correlation of 1.58 Gaussian filtered zonally anomalous moisture flux convergence terms with P*2E* (rP*2E*) and global-
mean spatial standard deviation, s, for each field. Compare s with that for P*2E* in Table 1. ERA-Interim and MERRA (in paren-
theses) are both shown.
2h$  (uyqy)i* 2h$  u0q0i* 2h[q]$  ui* 2hu  $y[q]i* 2hu  $q*i* 2hu  $q1$  u0q0i* S*
rP*2E* 0.81 (0.69) 20.16 (20.15) 0.85 (0.72) 0.42 (0.41) 0.22 (0.32) 0.23 (0.22) 0.34 (0.21)
s (m yr21) 0.61 (0.64) 0.28 (0.30) 0.52 (0.53) 0.18 (0.19) 0.25 (0.35) 0.23 (0.34) 0.20 (0.38)
FIG. 4. Contributions to the column-integrated moisture flux convergence from the
seasonal cycle, determined from deviations of monthlymeans from annual means. The
full field is decomposed into (a) a zonally anomalous component and (b) a zonal-mean
component.
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transient eddies transport moisture down moisture
gradients set up by time-mean horizontal advection (cf.
Couhert et al. 2010), leading to a partial cancellation of
these terms. The sum of the advective and transient
terms (Fig. 6b) can be thought of as the net effect of
horizontal advection and transient eddies on P*2E*,
after accounting for their internal cancellation. The pri-
mary net influence is to bringmoisture from the subtropical
and tropical oceans into coastal regions and the equatorial
Pacific cold tongue, and across the Northern Hemi-
sphere storm tracks.
To summarize, zonal variation in P 2 E comes about
primarily fromverticalmotion in stationary eddies. Zonal
variation of specific humidity has only a small influence
on the vertical moisture flux, but it plays a role in the
zonal variation of horizontal moisture fluxes and the
zonal variation of transient-eddy moisture flux conver-
gence. Together, horizontal advection and transient
eddies primarily act to increase moisture convergence
and P2 E on land, in the equatorial Pacific cold tongue,
and in the North Pacific storm track. The corresponding
moisture flux divergence is spread over most of the sub-
tropical and tropical oceans where the reduction ofP2E
due to horizontal and transient fluxes is less than
0.5myr21 in most areas. Computing a global-mean cor-
relation (Table 2), the dominant term involving vertical
advection of zonal-mean specific humidity accounts for
half (MERRA) to nearly three-quarters (ERA-Interim)
of the total spatial variance in P*2E*. The low corre-
lation coefficient for the combined transient eddy and
horizontal advection term is consistent with its lesser
and more regional importance.
The relative importance of stationary-eddy vertical
velocities versus transient-eddy moisture flux conver-
gence remains season by season, as shown in Fig. 7. The
seasonal moisture budget balance shown here is also de-
scribed in Seager et al. (2014), for the particular case of
FIG. 5. Contributions to column-integrated moisture flux convergence by stationary eddies from
(a) vertical advection of zonal mean specific humidity, (b) vertical advection of zonally anomalous specific
humidity, (c) horizontal advection of zonal mean specific humidity, and (d) horizontal advection of zon-
ally anomalous specific humidity. The small moisture flux convergence due to correlations of the zonal-
mean moisture flux with zonal variations of surface pressure is included in (a) and (c) as reflected in the
notation.
FIG. 6. (a) Total contribution of horizontal advection to the
stationary-eddy moisture flux convergence. This is the sum of the
terms in Figs. 5c and 5d. (b) Sum of the horizontal advection and
transient eddy contributions to the zonally anomalous moisture flux
convergence. This is the sum of the terms in Figs. 6a and 3c.
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the Mediterranean region, with drying by stationary-wave
subsidence in the summer and a balance of transient-eddy
moisture flux convergence and stationary-eddy advec-
tion in the winter. They then use these results to ex-
plain the predicted drying in both seasons over the
next 20 years in CMIP5 simulations, illustrating the
practicality of this approach. The results in Fig. 7 can
also be used to confirm, for example, the well-known
relation between Indian and East Asian monsoon
rainfall and strong summer vertical motion.
4. Dynamics of stationary-eddy vertical motion
The moisture budget analysis indicates that zonal
patterns in net precipitation result primarily from zonal
variations in lower-tropospheric vertical velocities as-
sociated with stationary eddies. Hence, it is important to
understand which physical mechanisms lead to these
zonal variations in vertical velocity. While condensation
of water vapor during convection can play a role in
amplifying or damping vertical motion (Emanuel et al.
1994), the physics of lower-tropospheric vertical motion
can mostly be thought of as external to this convective
heating. We seek insight into the dynamics of vertical
motion in stationary eddies via the lower-tropospheric
vorticity budget.
To this end, we must understand which portion of
the lower troposphere is important for determining the
vertical motion that contributes to P*2E*. Using the
integral form of the mean value theorem, the flow di-
vergence term of the zonally anomalous moisture bud-
get can be approximated as
h[q]$  ui*5 [qsfc](h$  ui
p
s
p
i
)*, (10)
where qsfc is the surface specific humidity and pi is some
pressure level in the vertical domain. By continuity, and
using the fact that the vertical velocity is zero at a flat
surface, h$  uipspi corresponds to a vertical velocity at pi.
Equation (10) is exact for some value of pi, but is
approximate when using one value of pi globally. Since
specific humidity falls off rapidly with height, this is a
good approximation for pi between about 950 and
400 hPa. We obtain a global mean best fit pi of 850 hPa
by solving for pi at each grid point and then taking an
area-weighted global mean. It corresponds to an altitude
of about 1.5 km, thus lying below the water vapor–scale
height of about 2.3 km, as one would expect. This value
matches well with the level of maximum vertical mois-
ture flux of 850 hPa found in observations (Peixoto and
Oort 1992) and the height ofmaximum vertical mass flux
and condensation of 825 hPa found in an idealized
FIG. 7. (a),(c),(e) Moisture budget terms for JJA. (b),(d),(f) Moisture budget terms for DJF.
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model (Schneider et al. 2010). The main spatial vari-
ability in the best fit pi comes from the difference be-
tween land and ocean. The global mean best fit pi values
for land and ocean are 825 and 875 hPa respectively.
This difference is not large enough to necessitate using
different values for land and ocean.
Thus, in the modern climate, P*2E* can be
thought of as a product of boundary layer specific
humidity and zonally anomalous vertical motion at
850 hPa, v850* ’ g(h$  uips850)*:
P*2E*’2
1
g
[qsfc]v850* . (11)
This approximation is qualitative due to the neglect of
transient eddies and horizontal advection, which also
contribute to P*2E*. The level at which vertical mo-
tion contributes most to P 2 E is likely to change with
climate as the center of mass of moisture and conden-
sation moves up in the atmosphere (O’Gorman and
Schneider 2008; Singh andO’Gorman 2012). This will be
the subject of future study.
To study the physical balances leading to vertical mo-
tion at 850hPa, we will analyze the steady-state vorticity
equation integrated from the surface upward. The zonally
anomalous component below a level pi can be written as
(h f$  u1by1N1Tipsp
i
)*5$3 t*, (12)
where f is the Coriolis frequency, b5 df /dy, t is the
surface stress due to turbulent momentum fluxes, N
represents all nonlinear interactions within the time
mean flow (e.g., relative vorticity fluxes), given by
N5 v  $z1 z$  u1 ($x  v)›py2 ($y  v)›pu , (13)
and T represents the total transient-eddy vorticity ten-
dency, given by
T5 v0  $z01 z0$  u01 ($x  v0)›py02 ($y  v0)›pu0 .
(14)
Here z is the relative vorticity and v5 (u, y, v) is the
full 3D velocity. Figure 8 shows the terms in the
FIG. 8. Dominant terms of the zonally anomalous vertically integrated vorticity budget forERA-Interim (from surface to
850hPa) multiplied by [qsfc]/f such that the planetary vorticity stretching term gives the approximate stationary-eddy
divergence contribution to P*2E*. (a) Planetary vorticity component of stretching term. (b) Sum of beta term and
surface drag. (c) Beta term. (d) Surface drag. (e) All nonlinear terms involving transient and stationary eddies.
(f) Residual of all calculated vorticity tendencies,2hf$  u1by1N1Ti*1$3 t*, which can be interpreted as an
artificial forcing by the reanalysis. As f/ 0 at the equator, the equatorial grid points are omitted for all fields, and
contouring interpolates between the next-nearest grid points across the equator. The limits of integration, from
850 hPa to ps, are omitted from the figure labels. No data are plotted where ps is less than 850 hPa.
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stationary-eddy vorticity equation in ERA-Interim. Each
field is multiplied by [qsfc]/f such that it shows the con-
tribution of the corresponding vorticity budget term to
P*2E* via time-mean vertical motion, as for example,
[qsfc]
f
(hf$  uipsp
i
)*’ h[q]$  ui*. (15)
Stationary eddies have two dominant influences on
zonal variation in 850-hPa vertical motion. The first is
Sverdrup balance,
2f (h$  uipsp
i
)*;b(hyipsp
i
)*, (16)
where stretching of absolute vorticity (2f$  u*) is bal-
anced by planetary vorticity advection (by*), such that
regions of poleward motion are wetter than the zonal
mean (Fig. 8c). The second is Ekman pumping,
2f (h$  uipsp
i
)*; 2$3 t*, (17)
here taken to mean the balance of absolute vorticity
stretching by surface drag (in a slight deviation from com-
mon terminology), such that regions with stationary-eddy
cyclones are wetter than the zonal mean (Fig. 8d). Figure 8b
shows the sumof the effects of SverdrupbalanceandEkman
pumping. Together, they show the primary large-scale pat-
terns of stationary-eddy vertical motion, and, through the
moisture budget balances discussed in section 3, P*2E*.
This can be represented by the qualitative scaling
P*2E*’
[qsfc]
f
(hbyips8502$3 t)*. (18)
The net moisture-weighted vorticity tendency due to
all nonlinear terms (Fig. 8e) acts mostly on smaller
length scales in the tropics. This is the sum of vorticity
advection, nonlinear vorticity stretching, vortex tilting, and
baroclinicity. Baroclinicity enters the vorticity equation in
pressure coordinates through fluctuations in surface
pressure, and is thus classified as a transient eddy in our
framework. The only large-scale cancelation internal to
these terms is the ;1myr21 moisture-weighted export
of vorticity from the Walker circulation upwelling re-
gions to the Walker circulation subsidence regions by
N* (not shown), and the cancellation of this tendency by
horizontal transient-eddy vorticity advection.
The reanalysis framework does not guarantee a closed
vorticity budget. The net effect of the vorticity budget re-
sidual is shown in Fig. 8f. While significant, especially over
the Pacific and over South America, it does not qualita-
tively change the balances on large scales that we have
described. Overall, a significant portion of large-scale
P*2E* variability in the modern climate is seen to
occur through lower-tropospheric stationary-eddy ver-
tical motion associated with a combination of Sverdrup
balance and Ekman pumping.
5. Implications for sea surface salinity
Spatial variability of P 2 E is a major control on the
spatial variability of the surface salinity of the oceans
(W83; Broecker et al. 1985; Zaucker et al. 1994; Delcroix
et al. 1996; EG03; De Boer et al. 2008; Czaja 2009;
Ferreira et al. 2010; Nilsson et al. 2013). Transport of
water by the ocean, sea ice, and rivers are the remaining
mechanisms that can lead to spatial variability in fresh-
water forcing and sea surface salinity (SSS). The zonal
variation of P2E is thus an important control on the
SSS difference between the Pacific andAtlantic Oceans.
W83 and EG03 have focused, in particular, on the
moisture budget influence on the freshwater forcing of
the North Pacific (NP) and North Atlantic (NA) sub-
polar gyres, where the NA surface water is saltier over a
range of latitudes (Figs. 9b,c) due in part to the lower
P 2 E freshwater forcing in the NA in these latitudes
(Figs. 9d,e). This is motivated by the suggestion that the
high-latitude surface–deep salinity difference controls
the strength of deep ocean overturning (W83; Broecker
et al. 1985).
Simulations with coupled atmosphere–ocean models
(Ferreira et al. 2010; Nilsson et al. 2013) have shown
that a difference in P2E between two idealized ocean
basins, due to, in their case, differing ocean basin width,
is enough to restrict deep ocean overturning to the drier
ocean basin. In addition to the influence of P2E, the
Pacific–Atlantic salinity difference is also thought to be
influenced by interbasin Sverdrup salt transport due to
the differing extents of South America and Africa (Reid
1953; Nilsson et al. 2013), regional details of the ocean
basins (e.g., the Mediterranean Sea, the Arctic through-
flow, and the farther northward extent of the Atlantic)
(Reid 1979; Weaver et al. 1999; De Boer et al. 2008), and
differences in the zero wind stress curl line, which sets
the boundary and mixing between the subtropical and
subpolar gyres (W83; EG03; Czaja 2009).We will focus
on the P2E freshwater forcing aspect of the problem
as it is well established to play a large role, and the
moisture budget decomposition of section 3 has the
potential to elucidate mechanisms for ocean basin
P2E differences.
EG03 give an overview of contributions to the modern
NP salinity budget in comparison with the modern NA,
using observational estimates ofP2E, runoff, salt fluxes,
and ocean currents, an update of previous work by W83.
Weprovide updatedP2E fluxes fromERA-Interim and
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MERRA, decomposing the total freshwater flux into
components due to stationary-eddy vertical motion,
transient eddies, other stationary-eddy moisture flux
terms, and differences in river runoff topology. We ap-
proximate the NP and NA subpolar gyres by a box be-
tween 438 and 638N as shown in Fig. 9a. This follows
EG03 except for an expansion of the northern boundary
from 608 to 638N, consistent with the inclusion of the
Yukon River (as in EG03). The freshwater flux contri-
butions from the different components of the moisture
budget as in Eqs. (7) and (9) are tabulated in Table 3 (in
mSv; 1mSv 5 103m3 s21).
We use the STN-30p river topology dataset (Fekete
et al. 2001; Vörösmarty et al. 2000) to route net pre-
cipitation that falls over land into the appropriate ocean
basin. The boundaries of the catchments for each ocean
basin are shown in Fig. 9a. These boundaries compare
well to higher-resolution estimates (e.g., Lehner et al.
2008), except for the lack of several major endoheric
basins (basins with no outflow to the oceans) such as the
Artesian Basin in Australia, the Great Basin in the
United States, and the large endoheric region of the Sa-
hara desert. Since these are all regions where P2E’ 0,
far from the subpolar gyres, this should not affect our
analysis. Dai and Trenberth (2002) use the same river
runoff routing dataset with ERA-40 P 2 E forcing and
find it to be comparable to estimates derived from data-
sets of river runoff, as used in EG03. The influence of
runoff to the total freshwater forcing of the NP andNA is
included in Table 3.
Since we use approximately the same NP and NA
boxes as EG03, the values in Table 3 for total P2E and
for P and E are directly comparable with the values in
EG03. For P2E, the ERA-Interim and MERRA
values agree well with each other and are well within
EG03’s published uncertainty range (Table 3). The runoff
estimates, corresponding to on-land P 2 E, are more
spread within the datasets and do not lie within EG03’s
FIG. 9. (a) Total P2E and outline of ocean boxes and their catchment basins computed from the STN-30p river
topology dataset. The ocean is split into Pacific, Atlantic, and IndianOceans as shown, as well as a North Pacific (NP)
and North Atlantic (NA) box as used in Tables 3 and 4. Endoheric basins are stippled. (b) Ocean basin zonal-mean
sea surface salinity from theWorld Ocean Atlas (Zweng et al. 2013) in the North Pacific and North Atlantic basins
and (c) Pacific–Atlantic difference. (d) Ocean basin zonal-mean freshwater forcing into the North Pacific and North
Atlantic and (e) Pacific–Atlantic difference.
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uncertainty range for the NP. However, EG03 only in-
cluded the 11 biggest rivers contributing to this box and
made no attempt to extrapolate downstream from the
farthest downstream gauging station. Dai and Trenberth
(2002) show that this extrapolation increases runoff
globally by 19%. In particular, for the Columbia River, a
key contributor to the NP box, they find that ignoring this
downstreamextrapolation underestimates the discharge to
the ocean by approximately 3mSv. Therefore, the values
in Table 3 are within reason and can likely be trusted for
the following primarily qualitative arguments.
The net freshwater flux into the Pacific is increased
relative to the Atlantic simply because of the larger area
of the Pacific. For this reason, it is convenient in many
contexts to look instead at the net freshwater flux per
area, tabulated in Table 4 (in cmyr21), which differs
from Table 3 only by a factor of ocean area. The aver-
age runoff, shown in Table 4 for each ocean basin, is
equivalent to spreading the runoff over the full area of the
ocean basin. The NP and NA freshwater forcing terms in
Table 4 are thus area independent and provide the best
comparison between the ocean basins for each term.
As in W83 and EG03, we find that the difference in
P2E between the high-latitude oceans takes the form
of a difference in E as opposed to a difference in P. This
is at least partially due to the ocean–atmosphere feed-
back discussed byW83 andBroecker et al. (1985), where
deep convection in the NA causes more northward
transport of warm ocean waters, which increases evap-
oration over the NA, reinforcing oceanic deep convec-
tion and the overturning circulation. Czaja (2009) argues
that looking at the freshwater budget is thus circular
because the evaporation reflects the state of the over-
turning circulation in the ocean basin. But without a
difference in atmospheric circulation, a higher E would
lead to a higherP and thus to no difference in freshwater
TABLE 3. Freshwater forcing (mSv) to the oceans between 438 and 638N. ERA-Interim and MERRA (in parentheses) are both shown.
Values in brackets are from EG03.
Pacific Pacific Atlantic Atlantic
P 2 E runoff P 2 E runoff
P2E 213 (210) 70 (54) 103 (110) 64 (40)
[290 6 150] [30 6 3] [170]
P 417 (394) 140 (139) 340 (326) 148 (142)
[450 6 150] [350]
E 204 (185) 70 (86) 237 (216) 85 (102)
[180 6 36] [180 6 36]
[P]2 [E] 115 (99) 56 (46) 93 (78) 52 (45)
P*2E* 98 (113) 14 (6.3) 10 (30) 11 (23.7)
2h$  (uyqy)i* 61 (60) 214 (222) 30 (29) 222 (225)
2h$y  ([u][q])i* 2.7 (4.0) 23.0 (23.5) 3.6 (4.5) 0.3 (0.4)
2h$  u0q0 i* 53 (51) 8.1 (9.4) 215 (212) 23 (19)
2h[q]$  ui* 46 (31) 5.1 (6.4) 12 (7.2) 212 (214)
2hq*$  ui* 20.8 (0.8) 20.4 (20.8) 2.5 (2.6) 21.0 (20.3)
2hu  $qi* 22 (37) 217 (222) 18 (24) 29.9 (210)
2S* 219 (22.3) 23 (22) 27.6 (9.1) 9.8 (1.5)
TABLE 4. Average freshwater forcing (cm yr21) to the oceans between 438 and 638N. ERA-Interim and MERRA (in parentheses) are
both shown.
Pacific Pacific Atlantic Atlantic
P 2 E runoff P 2 E runoff
P2E 55 (54) 18 (14) 32 (34) 19 (12)
P 108 (102) 36 (36) 104 (100) 45 (44)
E 53 (48) 18 (22) 75 (66) 27 (31)
[P]2 [E] 30 (26) 14 (12) 28 (24) 16 (14)
P*2E* 25 (29) 3.6 (1.9) 3.2 (9.7) 3.4 (21.6)
2h$  (uyqy)i* 16 (16) 23.5 (25.6) 9.1 (8.9) 26.8 (27.6)
2h$y  ([u][q])i* 0.7 (1.0) 20.8 (20.9) 1.1 (1.4) 0.1 (0.1)
2h$  u0q0 i* 14 (13) 2.1 (2.4) 24.7 (23.8) 7.2 (5.9)
2h[q]$  ui* 12 (8.1) 1.3 (1.7) 3.8 (2.2) 23.7 (24.4)
2hq*$  ui* 20.2 (0.2) 20.1 (20.2) 0.8 (1.4) 20.3 (21.2)
2hu  $qi* 5.7 (9.5) 24.4 (25.7) 5.7 (7.3) 23.1 (23.1)
2S* 24.9 (20.6) 5.8 (5.7) 22.3 (2.8) 3.0 (0.5)
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forcing. So, since the relevant quantity for SSS is P2E,
the question becomes this: How isP as large over the NP
despite the lower E? This is a question of moisture
transport that motivates studying the moisture budget
decomposition that makes up the rest of Tables 3 and 4.
The stationary-eddy vertical motion term,2h[q]$  ui*,
is a dominant term, freshening the NP with respect to the
NA by 13cmyr21 (ERA-Interim) on average (including
its influence on runoff), consistent with its dominant role
in the moisture budget as shown in section 3. The ver-
tical motion over the NP results primarily from pole-
ward motion (Sverdrup balance) and surface stress
(Ekman pumping) associated with the Aleutian low and
Pacific subtropical high. Transient-eddy moisture fluxes
also act to freshen the NP with respect to the NA by
14 cmyr21 on average, consistent with the mechanism
discussed by Ferreira et al. (2010), according to which
the North Atlantic storm track has less fetch in which to
develop and is weaker as a result, with some moisture
transported out of the Atlantic and into continental
Asia. Note fromFig. 3 that these high-latitude ocean boxes
are among the only ocean areas where transient-eddy
moisture flux convergence dominates the contribution of
stationary-eddy vertical motion. Other stationary eddy
terms, such as the time-mean horizontal moisture ad-
vection, 2hu  $qi*, also play significant roles in the
freshwater forcing of the Northern Hemisphere sub-
polar gyres, but are not significantly different between
the NP and NA. The surface term, 2S*, is the largest
contributor to the runoff forcing of the subpolar gyres
but does not lead to as much total freshwater forcing as
the stationary and transient eddy terms. The combina-
tion of all of these terms makes the total contribution of
P*2E* to the NP–NA freshwater forcing difference a
net freshening of the NP by 22 cmyr21.
Somewhat counterintuitively, the zonal mean [P]2 [E]
can also influence the difference in freshwater forcing
simply through the different latitudinal distribution of area
of the NP and NA and through ocean basin differences in
river routing. The NP has a larger percentage of its area in
wetter latitude bands than the NA, leading to a larger di-
rect contribution from [P]2 [E], while theNAhas a larger
catchment area to surface area ratio, DNA/ANA5 0:57,
than the NP, DNP/ANP5 0:48, leading to a larger runoff
contribution from [P]2 [E]. These effects cancel such
that the total P2E freshwater forcing difference be-
tween the NP and NA is just due to P*2E*.
We can get a rough sense of the contribution of these
effects to the NP salinity (SNP) using the simple box
model for NP salinity from EG03:
SNP5
Fs
V1P2E1R
. (19)
Here Fs is the total salt flux convergence, V is oceanic
volume throughflow, and R is river runoff. W83 and
EG03 have explored the dependencies of this box
model, finding that a combination of the high localP2E
and the low throughflow current V, which increases the
sensitivity to changes in the other terms, reduces the
salinity of the NP, with a contribution from the low salt
flux convergence Fs owing to the freshness of the Pacific
equatorward of the subpolar gyre.
Using the values Fs5 2003 106 kgs
21 and V5 5:763
109 kgs21, from EG03, and P2E5 213mSv and R5
70 mSv, according to Table 3, we obtain SNP5 33:1&.
This is comparable to the similar calculation in EG03,
which obtained 32.9&, and to an observational average
of the upper 200m of the NP box, obtaining 32.9&.
Substituting the Atlantic values of P2E (103mSv) and
R (64mSv) from Table 3, SNP increases to 33:7&.
Combined with an increased Fs5 2043 106 kg s
21 cor-
responding to a 2& increase in the western boundary
current salinity as in EG03, we obtain an Atlantic-like
SNP5 34:4&, exceeding the observational average sa-
linity below 200m of 34.3& and thus potentially allow-
ing intermediate-to-deep convection. For comparison,
the average salinity of the NA over the upper 200m is
34.1&. All observational salinity data are averaged from
theWorld Ocean Atlas (Zweng et al. 2013).
This analysis suggests that the NP–NA salinity dif-
ference comes from a combination of local differences in
P2E and river input and the difference in the salinity of
the western boundary currents, which can be attributed
to P2E differences in the subtropics or ocean circula-
tion mechanisms such as the interbasin Sverdrup salt
balance proposed by Reid (1953) and illustrated by the
experiments of Nilsson et al. (2013). The local P2E
differences arise from differences in vertical motion
associated with the Aleutian low and subtropical highs
as well as differences in transient eddy activity between
the ocean basins. The subtropical Pacific–AtlanticP2E
differences are almost entirely due to differences in
vertical motion between the ocean basins. However, this
is not inconsistent with the importance of zonal moisture
transport across Central America as discussed by W83,
Zaucker et al. (1994), EG03, and others, as the conver-
gence of this easterly moisture flux would lead to a
contribution to the vertical moisture flux term.
6. Discussion and conclusions
We have shown that much zonal variation in P2E is
linked to lower-tropospheric verticalmotion in stationary
eddies. This stationary-eddy vertical motion explains
planetary-scale patterns such as the Pacific warm pool, the
zonal variability of the ITCZ, subtropical dry zones in the
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eastern ocean basins, and P2E patterns in some land
areas such as inland South America, western Africa,
western Australia, and Canada. Transient eddies are also
an important component of the zonally anomalous hy-
drological cycle, primarily acting to bring moisture onto
land and across the Northern Hemisphere storm tracks.
This is particularly important in coastal land areas that
would otherwise be dried by stationary wave subsidence
(e.g., western North America, northern China, and Chile).
Horizontal advection of moisture by the time-mean flow
largely cancels with transient eddy fluxes and does not
play a dominant role. These conclusions can be extended
to the full moisture budget including zonal mean compo-
nents (see appendix B).
Overall, the majority of spatial variability in P*2E* is
explained by regional differences in vertical motion, not
moisture content. This highlights the need to study the
response of zonally anomalous circulations to climate
change, to understand the potential for regional changes
in hydroclimate. In midlatitudes, this would primarily
entail the study of stationary Rossby waves, and their in-
teraction with transient Rossby waves. In models, sta-
tionary Rossby waves are sensitive to the latitudinal
structure of the zonal wind and to the relative location of
the zonal wind to topography and heating (Hoskins and
Karoly 1981). It is thus essential to know the exact re-
sponse of the zonal wind to climate change in order to
know how regional hydroclimate will respond to climate
change. In the tropics and subtropics, zonally anomalous
circulations take the form of zonal variation of the ITCZ
position and the monsoon response to topography and
heating, and it is thus essential to understand how these
systems respond to climate change.
In some regions, zonally anomalous verticalmotion is a
direct response to high sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
and the resulting evaporation and deep convection (e.g.,
the warm pool) or to subsidence downstream from to-
pography (e.g., directly off the west coast of South
America). In others, the vertical motion is forced re-
motely by stationary Rossby waves and other stationary-
eddy circulations (e.g., the dry zone off the coast of
California, the wet zone extending across the North Pa-
cific, and the extension of the dry zone off the west coast
of South America into the central Pacific). Other studies
have gone into more detail on the mechanisms in these
particular regions (Rodwell and Hoskins 1996, 2001;
Takahashi and Battisti 2007). In still other regions, such
as the South Pacific convergence zone and the Gulf of
Mexico, there is likely a more complex interaction be-
tween remotely forced vertical motion and that forced by
local high SSTs.
To address the large-scale balances relating vertical
motion to horizontal flow, we have performed a vorticity
budget analysis for anomalies from the zonal mean in the
lower troposphere (below 850hPa). Within stationary-
eddy circulations, lower-level vertical motion is associ-
ated with Sverdrup balance and Ekman pumping on large
scales. Through these balances, vertical motion can arise
from meridional motion and surface stress curls such that
poleward (equatorward) motion or cyclonic (anticyclonic)
circulations are linked to upward (downward) motion and
wet (dry) regions.
Because SSS reflects the long-term P2E freshwater
forcing of a region, the moisture budget decomposition
discussed here can be applied to understand regional dif-
ferences in SSS. The subpolar oceans in the Northern
Hemisphere are an interesting example because the ocean
basin asymmetry in ocean freshwater forcing and SSS
contribute to the asymmetry in deep overturning of the
ocean, which is localized to the North Atlantic. Our
analysis suggests that changes in SSS and ocean over-
turning in past climates likely can be understood in terms
of changes in thewater vapor content at high latitudes (i.e.,
[q]), the large-scale vertical motion patterns (v*), and
transient-eddy moisture fluxes. The water vapor content
[q] is primarily governed by thermodynamics. Stationary-
eddy vertical motion v* would respond to changes in to-
pography (ice sheets), changes in ocean heat release, and
shifts in the jet stream. Transient-eddy moisture fluxes are
influenced by the meridional temperature gradient, at-
mospheric stability, and atmospheric moisture content
(Caballero and Langen 2005; O’Gorman and Schneider
2008; Caballero and Hanley 2012).
Overall, the main conclusion of this study is that
zonal variation in P2E is strongly linked to the
strength of zonally anomalous circulations, with less
dependence on the zonal variation of moisture con-
tent. This can be applied to link the understanding of
circulation dynamics to an understanding of the
hydrological cycle.
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APPENDIX A
Methods for Surface Intersections
To satisfy conservation equations, it is important to
densityweight derivatives to ensure conservation ofmass.
This arises from using the continuity equation,
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›trh1$h  (rhv)5 0, (A1)
to convert a general conservation law for a field f with a
source F from advective form to flux form:
›tf1 v  $f5F
/
1
rh
›t(rhf)1
1
rh
$h  (rhvf)5F , (A2)
where $h is the derivative on h-coordinate surfaces and
rh5 r(›zh)
21 is the coordinate systemdensity that satisfies
r dx dy dz5 rh dx dy dh . (A3)
As such, derivatives must take account of the covariance
of density rh and flux vf. However, in pressure co-
ordinates, rp is simplyHb(p2 ps)/g, whereHb(p2ps) is
the Boer beta function (Boer 1982), a Heaviside func-
tion that sets the density to zero beneath the surface.
This comes into play when computing derivatives as
pressure levels cross the surface.
Writing out the density-weighting explicitly for the
vertically integrated moisture flux divergence,
$  huqi5 h$  uqHbi
p
0
0 , (A4)
where p0 is the maximum pressure level. Time averages
are density weighted according to
()5
ð
rh() dt
ð
rh dt .

(A5)
Therefore, the time-average Hb can be separated from
the time-average flux such that
$  huqi5 h$  (uqHb)i
p
0
0
. (A6)
In this way, we can separate off a surface term due to the
gradient of Hb,
$  huqi5 hHb$  uqi
p
0
0
1 huq  $Hbi
p
0
0
5 h$  uqi1 uqj
sfc
 $ps . (A7)
We thus have an explicit formula for the surface term:
S5 huq  $Hbi
p
0
0
5 uqjsfc  $ps . (A8)
While this expression gives a clear interpretation for
the surface term as moisture fluxes along surface
pressure gradients, it is better to calculate it from
S5$  huqi2 h$  uqi, which differs from Eq. (A8) by
discretization issues.
As with time averages, zonal averages are density
weighted according to
[]5
ð
rh() dx
ð
rh dx ,

(A9)
such that [Hbuq]5 [Hb][uq] as needed for Eq. (6).
APPENDIX B
Application to the Full Moisture Budget
Here we apply what we have learned from the zonally
anomalous moisture budget to the full moisture budget
including zonally anomalous and zonal mean compo-
nents. As in the zonally anomalous moisture budget,
mass convergence and vertical transport (Fig. B1a) set
the predominant patterns of P2E (Fig. 1) such as the
ITCZ, Walker circulation, and subtropical dry zones.
Here, the combined transient-eddy and time-mean
horizontal advection term (Fig. B1b) plays a significant
role. The transient eddies and horizontal transport
provide a fairly uniform drying equatorward of 358,
and a fairly uniform moistening poleward of 358, where
this term is the dominant contribution to storm track
precipitation.
The vorticity balance beneath 850 hPa (Fig. B2) is
still predominately Sverdrup balance and Ekman
pumping. The descent leading to the subtropical dry
zones is balanced by surface drag. The vorticity bal-
ance of the ITCZ is a more complex mixture of
Sverdrup balance and Ekman pumping, with large
cancelations between the beta term and surface drag
FIG. B1. Full (zonal-mean 1 zonally anomalous) moisture bud-
get terms. (a) Time-mean mass divergence component of moisture
budget, and (b) time-mean horizontal moisture advection com-
bined with transient-eddy moisture flux convergence.
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and a large residual in the reanalysis. The nonlinear terms
play a more important role here than in the zonally
anomalous budget, maintaining the vertical motion along
much of the equator. This vertical motion is maintained
through T in the warm pool and throughN in the Walker
cell subsidence region.
The mechanisms discussed in the main text apply par-
ticularly well for the zonal variation of the moisture
budget, but also give insight into the full moisture budget.
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